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Welcome!

Editor’s
Note
We have the great pleasure to welcome you to this special
edition of our beloved magazine! In celebration of our 10th
anniversary, The Euroculturer proudly presents a fulllength online publication including a variety of content
that highlights the best of what The Euroculturer has to
offer!
During its existence, The Euroculturer has grown from being a
place for students to engage with each other's writing to an active
platform facilitating intellectual context and dialogue between
different generations of Euroculture students. Therefore, we are
ecstatic to see what The Euroculturer will look like in another ten
years from now and what the future generations of Euroculture
students will accomplish!

The Euroculturer Magazine...
...was created in June 2012 and is managed
by

current

students

of

the

EMJMD

Euroculture. Our articles are written by
Euroculture students and alumni and cover
a variety of topics related to European and

Dorien Julia Rijkens
and Bryan T. Bayne

Editors in Chief

the world culture, society and politics. We
also have a blog section where students
talk about their Euroculture experience. The

María Belén Silva
Head of Social Media

Euroculturer Magazine is a student initiative
and has the official support from the
Euroculture Consortium.
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EUROCULTURE: INTERVIEWS

The Euroculturer Founders
Names: Eunjin Jeong / Helen Hoffmann
Cohort: MA Euroculture 2011-2013
Nationality/ies: South Korea / Germany
How was the idea of a Euroculture
magazine born?
Eunjin: The idea of a magazine for the MA
Euroculture was born when I was studying in
Göttingen during Fall 2011. I wanted to write about
my experience as a Euroculture student, wanted to
freely express myself as a young writer and wanted
to discover other Euroculture students who have
talent in writing. I realized there was no platform for
us to do that. One day, over lunch with Dr Lars Klein
and two classmates, I casually shared an idea to
create a magazine within MA Eurouculture. They
thought it was a great idea. I think I was quite
encouraged by that; however, I was not very sure
about the Hows.
It was during my second semester in Strasbourg
that I slowly realized that I really wanted to make
this happen. I wanted to create an official
Euroculture magazine which was recognized by the
Euroculture consortium. As the IP was approaching,
I asked if I could have a short presentation during
the IP to officially announce the idea to other
students.
I was quite nervous the day before the
presentation, thinking "Will this really work?". That's
when I reached out to Helen Hoffmann, one of the
most talented classmates of mine in Göttingen, in
her IP dormitory room to run the idea of "The
Euroculturer". I knew it would work out when Helen
showed great excitement and also suggested that
she would help. The next day, I and Helen went on
to the stage and presented the idea to almost 100
Euroculture students and staff, many of whom we
met for the first time at the IP, because we were
studying at different Euroculture universities.

And the reaction was
overwhelming – one of the
happiest moments of my life.

After the presentation at the IP, we received many
emails from classmates who wanted to be part of it
as editors and contributing writers. That's how we
were able to create the first editorial boards and
structure of the magazine. Juan Sarabia, then
Euroculture programme coordinator in Krakow, was
kind enough to create the first WordPress website
and designed the first logo for the magazine and I
became the first editor-in-chief.
I believe that the biggest contribution of the
magazine to the Euroculture programme is that it’s
provided really valuable information for future
Euroculture students. It is also a valuable platform
for current Euroculture students to express
themselves. I personally really enjoyed discovering
exceptional writers from Euroculture, whom I did not
know existed within our cohorts.

How many people participated and how did
you experience the process of founding a
magazine?
Eunjin: There were almost 30 people involved in the
first year of The Euroculturer. The main editorial
board consisted of 14 Euroculture students and one
Euroculture staff (Juan) who was helping with the
website. We had more than 10 contributing writers
who committed to writing regularly, while we also
received contributing articles upon requests and on
an ad-hoc basis. I think for the 2.5 years when I was
the editor-in-chief, we published more than 120
articles from numerous Euroculture students and
alumni, as well as some external contributors. The
process of founding a magazine from scratch was
challenging and exciting at the same time. There
was no one telling us what the magazine should be
like,
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EUROCULTURE: INTERVIEWS
lso we were not restricted by any rules, although we
were aware that we wanted to produce the highest
quality articles for our own magazine. There were
some articles, which have travelled very far outside
of the Euroculturer website, as the articles were not
only about the Euroculture experience, but also
about European society, politics, culture, literature,
and anything that we cared about. I can
confidently say the qualities of the articles were
very good, not to mention that all of them were
very special.

How was the first time/year of the founding
of the magazine?
Eunjin: The magazine took off very well and we had
strong editions. Then the time flew and writing of
the thesis began. That’s when some of the editorial
board had to step down and we had to find some
new editors and writers. It was sad to realize that
our Euroculture days were ending and we were
about to turn the page of our life to the next
chapter. Eventually, I also had to leave to be able to
focus on my full-time job.
I am sure this was what happened to the following
generations of The Euroculturer. While it is
unavoidable that we move on after our graduation,
I am very glad that the magazine still weathered
the challenge for the past 10 years and is still going
strong. As one of the founding members, I couldn’t
have hoped for more than this.

What did you do the period after graduating
from Euroculture?
Eunjin: I struggled to find a job in Europe during the
first few months of starting my job search because
as a non-European, I was not eligible to apply for
most jobs. A few months later, I returned to Korea
and worked as an Elementary school teacher for
three months, while still applying for jobs in
international non-profit organizations.
After a few failed attempts, I was fortunate enough
to get an internship at IOM in Seoul in Fall 2013.
Interestingly, although it was a general internship
when advertised, the hiring managers changed it to
a communications internship after they spoke with
me. I think without knowing I was exhuming my pas-

-sion for communications during the interview and
they saw something in me. I still can't believe that
after two months, I was quickly promoted to a
communications
consultant
and
then
a
communications officer.

And in 2015, I became the first
Asian woman in IOM's history to
be deployed as a communications
focal point of a major disaster
response following a massive
earthquake in Nepal.
And since 2017, I've gone international working for
the United Nations, Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement, and an International NGO in East Timor,
Palestine, Myanmar, and the Philippines managing
their communications portfolio.
This is just a very quick summary of how my career
in communications unfolded in the initial years after
graduating from Euroculture, and I strongly believe
that the starting point was the founding of The
Euroculturer magazine. My passion for writing and
the willingness to go a bit further to make a
valuable community of like-minded people is what
got me into the first internship, and the skills I
learned from managing The Euroculturer magazine
helped me grow in my career. For the current
Euroculture students, who I believe might be
probably quite worried about launching their first
job after graduation, just like I was 10 years ago, I
want to tell them to be patient and just continue
being who they are. The opportunities will find you if
you don't give up being you and let the world know
what you are passionate about.
Helen: I first took a summer job in Stockholm at Visit
Stockholm, where I worked with destination
marketing in the tourist office. It was a great job and
a wonderful team. I stayed there after the summer
and worked for a few more months. The job search
after that, right out of university, proved difficult, as I
was not aiming to go into EU affairs in Brussels and
Euroculture was not a subject familiar to employers.
After many applications and another internship, I
then started working in PR in Germany.
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What are you currently doing?
Eunjin:
I am currently in Montreal, Canada,
practising my French. This is the 10th year since I
started working for international organizations
managing their communications portfolios. After
working for the World Health Organization as part
of its COVID-19 emergency response supporting
their evidence-based communications, I decided
to pause and take a year-long break to recover my
body and mind to be able to continue in this field,
which is not always easy due to its mobility aspect.
I would say that the Euroculture programme
certainly trained me with traveling extensively, as I
moved from one country to another every six
months back then, but still, the mobility during
COVID-19 time was tougher than usual, even for a
Euroculturer. I am planning to use this time to
recharge and continue with renewed passion and
energy.

Helen: I serve as the Country Manager for the
Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Germany where
I am in charge of all the Chamber’s operations and
the development of the organization. I still get to
use my editorial skills as I oversee our
communications, but I also have a lot to do with all
kinds of industries and businesses. It’s super
interesting to get to learn about so many different
companies.

As I work with at least two
different cultures daily,
everything I learned about
intercultural understanding
helps me in my work.

Do you still follow The Euroculturer? If so,
has the magazine notably changed? What
would you recommend for the future of the
magazine?

the new generations of The Euroculturer over the
years always impress me greatly, especially with
their ability to bring a unique character to the
magazine every time there’s a new editorial board. I
am also impressed with how The Euroculture
Consortium stays a good supporter of the
magazine, and I think that’s one of the major
contributing factors to the longevity of the
magazine.
The current team is in my opinion the most
innovative board so far, as I saw that they are trying
many new initiatives including job fairs as a way to
tackle the most pressing issues of a graduate
student. I see that the magazine has definitely
grown from its beginning and now with a newer
generation more familiar with digital media and not
afraid of being experimental, the magazine will
become more relevant and pragmatic.
As for the future of the magazine, I want to share a
suggestion that whenever the magazine goes
through a challenging time, please consider going
back to why the magazine was created in the
beginning. In a nutshell, the magazine was founded
for the Euroculture community to remember who
we were, who we are, and who we will be.

The magazine is about us and our
friends, and a way to get back to
one of the most beautiful times of
our lives, which I believe any
Euroculturer would agree with.

Helen: I am impressed with how professional the
website looks nowadays. But then again, in 2012
websites all looked a little less cool…I also really like
the categories such as City Guides and Job &
Internships as I believe those are topics relevant to
the readers.

Eunjin: Yes, I do! Although I have to admit that I was
not able to follow as much as I wanted to,
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Based on your experiences, why would it be
useful for current Euroculture students to
become involved in the Euroculturer?
Eunjin: There are many reasons why you would
benefit from being involved in The Euroculturer. First
of all, it’s a great extracurricular activity which
deepens your Euroculture experiences. I believe
writing helps you process what is going on in your
life. You can also make new friends while doing
interviews and working on features and
contributing articles.
Besides, good writing is valued in almost all
professions. It will help you improve your English
writing, and you will have published articles that will
be a unique strength in your CV and the recruiters
will notice it. Other valuable skills such as time
management, organization skills, communications,
teamwork, interpersonal skills, as well as
professionalism and responsibility, give you a
definite advantage when you are first starting your
career.

Eunjin Jeong

I recommend all students to consider being part of
The Euroculturer. There are many different ways to
be involved, and the first step is to ask and see
what happens!

Helen: It is basically building a portfolio of articles –
and it’s easy to get them published and read. If you
are even remotely interested in proving to a future
potential employer that you are good at writing or
producing content, this is a great opportunity.

Also, it’s fun to work on a
project that is not directly a
university assignment.
Thank you very much for your participation! We
wish you all the best for the future.

Thank you very much to the current Euroculturer
team and we send all our best wishes on your way
too!

Helen Hoffmann
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Crossword
Across

What is your

2. Name of

spirit animal?

EU-UK withdrawal process

Do you like being
around big groups of people?

3. EU member state
5. Capital of EU member
state

Do you like hot
weather?

6. Home of EU headquarters
7. EU institution

Bad at waking up
in the morning?

8. Biggest EU
member state
Down
1. EU language

Good swimmer?

3. Second part of EU motto
4. Month of EU day
9. Colour of EU passports

Like to dance
and sing?

Fun
Page

Are you
protective
of your family?

Enjoy trying
new things?

Can you match the EU institutions with
their buildings?
1. European Parliament (Strasbourg)
2. European Council & Council of the
European Union (Europa building)
3. European Commission
4. Court of Justice of the European
Union
6. European Court of Auditors

Generally a
quiet person?

Like to play
video games?

Architecture Quiz

5. European Central Bank

Had the same
best friend for
more than 3 years?

Picky eater?

Do you procrastinate
work?

A Euroculturer Year – Highlights
What does it take to make a magazine?
How many people must be involved? How many meetings in presence are needed to create useful and
cool content? In The Euroculturer magazine, we have our own answers. Based on our interests, what we
each are and know, and the needs the team members notice during our Euroculture journey, the magazine
is what we Euroculture students make of it! The coolest thing is that everything is done without a single inpresence meeting. The magazine, such as the Euroculture programme, is the proof that awesome things
can happen if there are people willing to do it, even if each member is in a different part of the planet.
These are the highlights of what the Euroculturer magazine has had to offer during its 10th year of
existence!

WELCOME KIT

All the essentials that Euroculture
students need to start the new
semester. City guides,
accommodation tips,
student discounts,
and even
student-friendly
recipes!

WEEKLY NEWS
Every week we keep you updated on
what's going on around the world.
Politics, culture and,
as a happy twist,
positive news to add
a sweet note to your
reading.

EDITORIAL TEAM
New DEBATE series

Thought-provoking articles meant to start
important conversations. We encourage all
readers to write their thoughts to our email
euroculturer.magazine@gmail.com.

We will then publish
responses and create a
chain of debate pieces on
the Euroculturer website.

NEWSLETTER
We want to keep you updated on
the program and
magazine’s relevant
content. Online events,
recommendations,
articles, and much
more. Register here!

SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM
New Job SOS Series
Professionals showing how to improve the CV and
Linkedin; trainees providing tips and tricks for the
applications; Alumni speaking about what life during
and after Euroculture looks like; and much more, all
through dynamic online events!

Alumni for students series
Interviews with alumni who have already
walked the Euroculture path and share their
experiences and advice on different topics: Job hunting,
IP paper writing, PhD quest, Internship hunting and
more.
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City lifestyle
Along with the City guides, these fun and
useful articles are meant to give you the
insights into the life in Euroculture cities.

Bilbao

Career matching project
Aimed to help you connect with Alumni and current
Euroculture students sharing similar career goals. We
created small groups according to your fields of
interest so you can exchange experiences, contacts,
pieces of advice and more. Write us an email if you
would like to participate in one of the projects!

Olomouc

Articles on European and the world culture, society
and politics

European
Capitals of
Culture: More
than just a
title?

Euroculturer's
Weekly
Recommendations
Each Monday we share a
recommendation
for
a
book, a movie, an article,
an event or an organisation
that might be of your
interest.
Job fair
Every Wednesday, we host a small job fair on our social
networks! Whether you're looking for last minute jobs,
internships, volunteering or just need some inspiration
for upcoming employment - we can help!

Pushbacks in
Poland –
putting Human
Rights
enforcement in
the EU in focus

The Utopic State
of the Union
concerning
European
Covid-19
Management

Why Urban
Planning is
Awesome! (and
Why We Should
Get Rid of Cars)

@Euroculturer

@Euroculturer
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EUROCULTURE: STATISTICS

Do You Want to Know More
About Your Generation of
Euroculture Students?
This investigation presents the 2021-2023
cohort in numbers!
As a study program where students have to study
at minimum two – maximum three – universities in
different countries, students of the MA Euroculture
frequently lack the opportunity to get to know one’s
cohort as much as students in other study
programs. The mobility aspect of Erasmus Mundus
programs, like Euroculture, provides its students
with an amazing opportunity to study in multiple
countries and to experience a variety of
(academic) cultures. On the downside, it prevents
the participants from getting to know the total
student body.
In celebration of the Intensive Programme (IP) 2022
– the first and only moment that the whole cohort
will be in the same place at the same time – this
investigative article gives the students an insight
into their classmates. Have you not met anyone
with the same nationality (yet), but are curious
whether there is, for example, another Finnish
person studying the masters? The statistics show
that there are multiple nationalities with only one
person participating in the program, such as
Finland. Or do people keep making jokes about
your age? This investigation reveals, for example,
the mean age of the students of the total cohort
and discloses that the mean age of the students in
Uppsala and Groningen has a difference of 3 years.
Or have you wondered if some universities attract
more male than female students? You will be
surprised to see that the attendance rates of males
per university range from 0% to 45%.

So, what does the 2021-2023 cohort (later referred
to as ‘the cohort’ or ‘the current generation’) look
like? The Euroculturer was set on a mission to
produce more insight into the newest generation of
Euroculturers. This study was conducted in spring
2022, so the data refers to the second semester of
the four-semester program. We wanted to know
whether this current cohort is special!
Did Euroculture, for example, attract more
nationalities than in previous years? In addition to
the information on the current generation, the
Euroculture Alumni Research Report of 2019 –
containing the data of the students who started the
master’s program between 2011 and 2016 – is used
to draw a comparison to previous cohorts. (1)

Highlights of the 2021-2023 Cohort Statistics
Of the 71 Euroculture students, the attendance per
university varies from 16 students in Bilbao to 3
students in Udine in the second semester
Continuing the trend of 2011-2016, the percentage of
female students is 75%
In their second semester, the 2021-2023 Euroculture
students are between 22 and 35 years old, with a
mean age of 25
Italian, Dutch and German remain the biggest groups
in terms of first nationality, with the three countries
representing more than one-third of all students –
namely 37 %
In contrast to 2011 till 2016, when the biggest group of
students did a bachelor’s in cultural studies, literature
and language (35%), the current generation of
Euroculture students has predominantly been
educated in the subject area of international
relations prior to the master’s programme (23%)
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Number of Students and
Division of Students across the
Eight Universities
Is the current generation of Euroculture
students bigger or smaller than the
cohorts of the previous years?
The total number of students in the
cohort is 71. As can be seen from the
graph illustrating the group size
between 2011 and 2016, this number is
neither
outstandingly
low
nor
outstandingly high. Between 2014 and
2016, the number of students starting
the program was rising, and compared
to 2016, the 2021-2023 cohort is 30
people smaller.
When looking at the division of the
cohort per university and country, there
is no data to compare it to since this
information is excluded in the report of
2019. Concerning the second semester
university, the biggest group of
students is in Bilbao, at the University of
Deusto, with 16 students, and the
smallest group of students is in Italy, at
the University of Udine. Talking in terms
of percentages: 23% of the students of
the 2021-2023 cohort are in Spain, 17% in
the Netherlands, down to 6% in Czech
Republic and 4% in Italy.

Gender Ratio of the Current
Cohort
Is the master’s program attracting
more female or male students?
Concerning the division of gender within the
Euroculture program, not much has changed
between 2011-2016 and the 2021-2023 cohort. In the
previous years, most students identified as female,
and this remains the case for the current
generation. There is a minimal change between
the former years and the current cohort: Between
2011 and 2016 74.84% of students identified as
female, in 2022, 75% identified so. Similarly, the
percentage of males in the program changed
from 24.73% to 24 %

and the percentage of students who preferred not to
answer this question was 0.44% between 2011 and
2016, and 1% in 2022.(2)
Having a look at whether the gender ration differs
between the different cities - indicating that a specific
city or university focus attracted a significant high
percentage of the 25% males in the cohort – it can be
observed that at all universities, females make up
more than half the students.
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The university in Germany has the
highest percentage of males in the
consortium with nearly half the students
being male: More precisely, 54.5% are
female and 45.5% are male in
Göttingen. As for the other cities, there
are two universities – Olomouc and
Udine – which are only attended by
female students, there are three
universities – Bilbao, Groningen and
Uppsala – which correspond with the
gender division of the total 2021-2023
cohort. In conclusion, it can be said that
the gender division is constant over the
years and stays a 1:3 male-to-female
student ratio.

Age of the Euroculture Students
Are you a rather young or old student in
comparison with the total 2021-23
cohort?
The Euroculture program – as a
master’s program – presupposes that
the participants have graduated from a
bachelor’s program and are, therefore,
expected to be in their twenties. This is
confirmed by the data on the
Euroculture students between 2011 and
2016, as well as by the current
generation. First, however,
it
should
be clarified that

whereas the data on 2011-2016 concern the age at enrolment,
the information about the cohort concerns the age of the
students in their second semester, roughly in March and April.
This explains the differences between the amount of people
aged 20, 21 and 22.
Whereas the age of the students has not changed drastically
between 2011-2016 and 2022, there are two small differences.
Firstly, according to the report of 2019, the “mean age of the
students throughout the years has not changed much, and
consistently lies around the age of 23”. In contrast to that, the
mean age of the 2021-2023 cohort lies
at the age 25.
Secondly,
between 2011 and 2016, the oldest
participants were in their forties, and the
oldest participants in the current cohort
are between the ages of 33 and 35.
Nonetheless, both these differences may
be explained by the fact that the 2019
report includes data from across 5 years
and that it considers the age at enrolment
rather than in the second semester.
Looking at the different universities, it
becomes clear that the mean age of 25 is
not consistent throughout the universities:
With a mean age of 23, the students of
Uppsala are the youngest, compared to
the students in Groningen, where the
mean age of second-semester students
of the current generation lies at the
age of 26.
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Nevertheless, there is no drastic age difference
between the different cities. All in all, the age of the
Euroculture students has not changed significantly
between 2011-2016 and 2022.

Nationality of the Current Generation
Are there more people holding
nationality as you in the program?

the

same

An important aspect of the Euroculture program is
its international dimension, reflected in both the
content of the study, as well as in the students of
the master’s program. The current cohort
encompasses 39 nationalities, across six continents
(counting three students with double-nationality as
separate nationality). From 2011 to 2018, according
to the Euroculture website, “students of 56 different
nationalities have studied Euroculture.” (3) As for
the current cohort, with around 70%, the vast
majority of students is originally from Europe,
followed by Asia with 14% of the students. More or
less the same number of students is originally from
Africa and South America, and only a small
percentage has an Australian/Oceanian and North
American nationality. Thereby, the
Euroculture
program mainly attractsstudents from Europe.

The most frequent nationality in the 2021-23 cohort
is Italian, with 16% of all students being Italian. This is
tightly
followed by students holding German,
11%, and Dutch, 10%, nationalities.

This stays in contrast to the nationality of the
students between 2011-2016, where the biggest
nationalities were German and Dutch, each with
around 13% of the total amount of students.
According to the Euroculture website, the students
come from all over the world, with German, Dutch,
Italian, and French students being the majority
among the EU students; and China and the USA
leading in numbers of non-EU students. (4)
Concerning the non-EU students, the Chinese and
US nationalities are not the biggest non-European
groups, however, they are still represented in the
current generation. Except Italian, Dutch, German
and Spanish, most nationalities are only
represented by one to three students, making the
whole 2021-23 cohort a highly multinational group.

Academic Background: Bachelor
With your academic background, are you an
outsider compared to the other students, or are
there more people who studied the same as you
prior to Euroculture?
Following
the
report
from
2019,
the
academic ackground of the students is
categorizedcapture
in order the
to broad range of study
programs completed before starting
the Euroculture program. Due to the
interdisciplinary nature of most study
programs, the bachelor’s programs
were put in categories according to
their name, disregarding the individual
focus of the student.
The interdisciplinary nature of the
students’ backgrounds is an essential
part of the interdisciplinary program
and, therefore, it is not surprising to see
that also the current cohort comes from
a variety of different bachelor subject
areas. On the Euroculture website, it
states that “the student groups have
comprised
students
of
varied educational backgrounds, with
such disciplines as Cultural & Literary
Studies;
International Relations and Political Science;
History; Communication and Media; and even
Economics and Business among them.” (5) This
is consistent
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Concerning the country in which the
students followed the bachelor’s
programs, there is no data from
previous years to compare it to, since it
was not included in the 2019 report. As
for the 2021-23 cohort, it becomes
observable that the students got their
education in various countries, and,
thus, from a range of different
educational systems. The most popular
countries in which students did their
bachelors
are
Italy
and
the
Netherlands, taken together by around
30% of all students. This number
coincides
with
the
nationality
percentages of the students.
Looking at the continents on which the
bachelor was acquired, it becomes
obvious that with 70% European
students, 72% of the total students
followed their bachelor in a European
country. The second most popular
continent where the students attended
university prior to Euroculture is South
America, with 13% of the students
having done their bachelor's there.

over the years and still applicable to the current
generation. In both the report from 2019 and the current
cohort, the two biggest groups (disregarding ‘other’) were
‘Cultural
studies,
literature
and
language’
and
‘International Relations’. Nonetheless, whereas the biggest
group of students had a background in cultural studies,
literature and language in 2011-2016, the biggest group of
the current cohort has a background in international
relations – making up nearly a quarter of all students.

So what does the current cohort of
Euroculture students look like? Are
there any surprises when compared to
the cohorts between 2011 and 2016?
Despite minor changes, the current
generation is not an outlier when
talking in numbers and statistics.
Interesting take-aways from this
investigative article are the gender
ratio and the nationality of the
students. It is shocking to see that
throughout the years, the gender
difference
of
participants
is
consistently high. Secondly, although
Germany has around 83 million
inhabitants (6), Italy 60 million and the
Netherlands 17 million, respectively, the
biggest group of one nationality are
from Italy (16%), followed by Germany
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(11%) and the Netherlands (10%). Also, countries with
a relatively big population such as France, Spain,
Poland
and
Romania
are
comparably
underrepresented in the current cohort.

For the future of the study program, The
Euroculturer believes a closer gender ratio would be
desirable, as well as an increase in non-European
participation to complement the input from
European students. We are looking forward to
seeing more nationalities with more disciplines
participate in the future. Euroculture is an
interdisciplinary and diverse program, which has
achieved quite a bit since its launch, however, how
the gender ratio can be changed and how even
more nationalities can be attracted by the
program, remains a quest for the future.
(1) Elze Wiertz, “Euroculture Alumni Research Report. Erasmus Mundus
Master of Arts EUROCULTURE,” University of Groningen, 2019.
(2) The 2019 report didn’t give the option to denote ‘non-binary’ as an
answer. For reasons of comparability, this option was not taken into
consideration for the current generation.
(3) Euroculture, “Alumni Statistics," accessed on 06.06.2022,
https://www.euroculturemaster.eu/career-prospects/alumni-statistics.
(4) Euroculture, “Alumni Statistics," accessed on 06.06.2022,
https://www.euroculturemaster.eu/career-prospects/alumni-statistics
(5) Euroculture, “New Alumni Report,"
https://www.euroculturemaster.eu/news/new-alumni-report.
(6) Worldometer, “European Countries by population (2022)," accessed on
06.06.2022, https://www.worldometers.info/population/countries-ineurope-by-population/.
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On a Trip with Euroculture
2021 - 2022

In the European capital (Groningen - April 2022)

For the first time in two years, Groningen's students
were able to go on a traditional excursion to the heart
of the European Union: Brussels! As a part of their
Eurocompetence II project, students organized a
three-day trip to the European capital by themselves.
The programme was dominated by European
Institutions - the group visited the European
Commission, the EU Council and the European External
Action Service, where they had the opportunity to
speak to the Senior Communication Advisor of the EU
High Representative.

Brussels

Despite major setbacks - such as the Dutch
train system collapsing several hours before
their departure as well as the security system at
the Commission - everything worked out well
and the group was able to see all that was
planned!

Moravia
A trip around Moravia (Olomouc - September 2021)
Last September, Euroculture students in Olomouc went on a trip to see
the UNESCO castle and garden in Kroměříž as well as the oldest and largest open-air museum in Central
Europe Rožnov pod Radhoštěm dedicated to preserving Czech folk traditions and culture. The group was
accompanied by three Euroculture professors of history. Seems like the Olomouc students are now experts in
Czech history, don´t you think?
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Euroculture in Paris? Oui s'il vous plaît!
(Strasbourg - December 2021)
Students
attending
university
in
Strasbourg had a 4-days journey to the
capital of France in December 2021. They
prepared their own guided tour around the
monuments in the city with the professors
and enjoyed a lot of delicious French food
during the trip. The two places that
amazed the students the most were
Musee d´Orsay and of course the Louvre.
Additionally, they also attended a seminar
at the Institut National d´Histoire de l´Art.

Paris

According to one student, the group had a
chance to see the most amazing jazz
performance of their lives in the Paris Jazz
Club. Well, lucky them!

And how cool is your Euroculture professor?
(Uppsala - September 2021)

Sweden

One student said that this little trip was a great
team-building activity because the classes had
been online and the group started hanging out
more afterwards. We definitely need more stories
and adventures like that!

Students in Uppsala had a really nice
experience during their first semester. Director
of the programme Maud invited them to her
Swedish cottage in the countryside for an
amazing dinner. They had an amazing time
around a fireplace with lots of awesome
cheese. I mean, have a look at the pictures,
how cool are they?
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Double Job: Editor-in-chief
and Full-time Student?
Three Former Editors-in-chief About Their Experience
During their Studies and Beyond

Maeva Berghmans
What are you currently doing?
PhD at Palacký University; Teaching and supporting first-year
Euroculture students.

In hindsight, how has your experience of working with
The Euroculturer been helpful for your post-graduate
career?
It helped me maintain certain skills that I would not have used
otherwise during my MA (including fully reorganising the website
and changing the design). It made it also easier for me to
network within the Euroculture community, and I worked on my
writing skills.

Based on your experiences, why would it be useful for
current Euroculture students to become involved in The
Euroculturer?

First of all, the consortium and the teachers involved in
Euroculture notice your work, and they appreciate it. It is not
influencing your grades in any way, of course, but they will
remember that you worked extra – and that will be helpful when
you will reach out to them for recommendation letters, for
example. Then, you will feel truly part of the Euroculture
community and you will realise how impressive this network is.
Last but not least: it is a line on your CV, and one that matters
especially when looking for internships. Oh and it is fun, by the
way. Just saying!

Name: Maeva Berghmans
Nationality: French
Cohort: 2017-2019
University Choices:
1st Semester: Olomouc
2nd Semester: Krakow
3rd Semester: Research Track,
Olomouc
Participation in The
Euroculturer: 2018-2019
Title of Master’s thesis:
‘Pravda vítězí’: The Czech
Victimisation Narrative and
the Creation of the First
Czechoslovak Republic in the
Beginning of the Twentieth
Century.

If you are interested in the full
interviews, you can find them on
The Euroculturer website!
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Guilherme
Becker

What are you currently doing?
Journalist at Deutsche Welle in Bonn.

In hindsight, how has your experience of working with The
Euroculturer been helpful for your post-graduate career?
Undoubtedly it helped me perceive other ways of organizing tasks as well
as the way people write and see the world around them, certainly because
all of us come from different cultures and backgrounds. (…) A great
experience, in the end.

Name: Guilherme Becker
Nationality: Brazilian/German
Cohort: 2018-2020
University Choices:
1st Semester: Göttingen
2nd Semester: Groningen
3rd Semester: Professional
Track, Deutsche Welle &
Thüringer Allgemeine
Participation in The
Euroculturer: 2018-2020
Title of Master’s thesis: Back
in Germany: identity and
cultural perspectives of
German-Brazilians in
their ancestors’ land.

Based on your experiences, why would it be useful for current
Euroculture students to become involved in the Euroculturer?
The fact is that you can also take advantage of that to improve your
writing skills, suggesting creative topics or series, I mean, it’s something
that pushes you almost automatically forward. It can be heavy, yes, if
you have and
many
deadlines
the priorities are your
studies, firstly. Nevertheless, it can be
great exactly to make you think outside
the box and all that formal writing you
have to build on your papers.

HannahBieber
What are you currently doing?
Working at the French Embassy in
Islamabad.

In hindsight, how has your experience of working with The
Euroculturer been helpful for your post-graduate career?
It has been extremely useful! I tried to use this experience the best that I
could on my CV and in my motivation letters to show my writing,
communication, project management and leadership skills. In my job
interviews, I always got asked questions about the magazine, what it was
and the role that I played in it. I am convinced that this experience was a
great asset in my internship/job-hunting processes.

Based on your experiences, why would it be useful for current
Euroculture students to become involved in the Euroculturer?
First of all, becoming involved in The Euroculturer gives you the opportunity
to meet so many Euroculture students and alumni, which makes you feel
like you are part of an amazing community. It also taught me teamwork
and how to be creative and organized. On top of that, it was my very first
experience in managing a team, which was sometimes challenging, but I
feel like I learned a lot from it. In fact, I have always considered my time at
the Euroculturer as a true professional experience, even though it was in a
university context. (…)

Name: Hannah Bieber
Nationality: French
Cohort: 2019-2021
University Choices:
1st Semester: Uppsala
2nd Semester: Göttingen
3rd Semester: Professional
Track, EUNIC
Participation in The
Euroculturer: 2019-2021
Title of Master’s thesis: The
impossible homecoming? A
Study of the Evolution of the
French Government’s
Discourses on French ISIS
returnees between 2017 and
2020.

EUROCULTURE: ARTICLE

It’s OK not to be OK:
Hypermobility & Mental health
challenges in Euroculture
One of the main parts of the Euroculture, as we all
know, is the exciting and daunting prospect of
mobility: every semester we can pack up our things
and head to a new place, a new city, a new
university, a new social setting. We pick a new
consortium partner with whom to complete the
next part of our education, and hope for the best!
Sometimes we split our time between our home
and host universities, or add a third university to the
mix – sometimes even outside the EU – and in the
fourth semester take a loop back to a place we’ve
called home before. This is combined with travel in
the breaks, either back to where our families are or
on vacation to even more places, and really, the
moving never stops. Of course, there are many
positives to this adventurous lifestyle! We meet so
many people with similar lifestyles, we see more of
the world and get to experience social and
academic cultures that might have otherwise been
out of reach. Then there are the languages and
foods and museums and landmarks… we collect
experiences like books in a library and are happy to
do so. Until we aren’t.
In February 2022, the Social Media (SoMe) team at
the Euroculturer Magazine organised an event that
many of you attended, with the authors of a
pioneering article (1) on Erasmus Mundus Joint
Masters students in the European Union, focusing
on ‘uneasy belonging in the mobility capsule.’ SoMe
invited (our very own!) dr Ewa Krzaklewska (2) and
dr Karolina Czerska-Shaw (3) from Jagiellonian
University in Krakow to deliver an expert’s talk on
Hypermobility & Mental Health of Students,
particularly concerning Euroculture students. This
talk highlighted a number of things we know to be
true, but in an academic and contextually
grounded way: that hypermobility impacts the way
we go through our studies, compared to our
undergrad educations, for example, as well as
changing the way we form social relationships. It
offers the freedom, diversity and excitement we all
feel, at least most of the time, but the speakers also

put into words the ‘dark side’ of mobility that
doesn’t often get our attention. In their research,
Ewa and Karolina found that hypermobile students
– defined as those whose education revolves
around mobility between a consortium of
universities, with intense and regular relocation at
or around the same time – experience strong
negatives too, that may not affect students who
move less often or not at all. Particularly,
hypermobile students tend to experience their
mobility in a constant rush, often unable to live in
the moment, and in a state of perpetual
uprootedness.
We recognise these feelings, right? Of having to
plan your next semester as you’ve barely settled
into your current one, having to make decisions –
big ones – all the time, condensing anxieties and
stresses into short bursts. It leaves us with little time
to process. This is even more visible for our non-EU
Euroculture colleagues, as bureaucracy and
residence permit stresses stack on top of the rest.
Ewa and Karolina talked about these pitfalls as a
result of the ‘glamorisation’ of hypermobility,
whereby the positives (and there are many)
overshadow
conversations
about
the
psychological effects. What does it mean to feel
home-less (metaphorically, but also sometimes
literally Groningen) during your studies?
The experts carefully explained at the end of their
talk what the future of hypermobility might look like,
especially in the wake of the lockdown/pandemic
years as the antithesis of (study) mobility. Thanks
to the SoMe team, the session recording is
available for all of you who weren’t able to make it
the first time and for those who want to dive into
the topic again! Essentially, there are ways to
improve our situation: already handbooks are
being compiled and distributed to help students
settle into their new surroundings, with info about
different social and academic cultures and what to
expect. In the future, we can hope to see a better
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way to combine the timing of semester-end
assessments and the mobility of students. Together
we can look for opportunities to leave the
Euroculture bubble, to experience more of our host
places, and prioritise, along with the programme
leaders, being able to live more in the moment.
Importantly, mental health is discussed more and
more in academic settings, and student input is the
most valuable asset in helping create robust
systems of care. And, in the meantime, we can be
aware of the mental health services available
across the Euroculture consortium, be sure to
check on our mates and be honest with ourselves
and our friends when the ‘glamour’ of
hypermobility catches up.
That brings us back to the current situation: we
hope that the pandemic years are over (please!).
But, that doesn’t mean that it hasn’t left many of us
in a difficult position and an unwelcome state of
mind. After being stuck inside for what has felt like
an eternity, unable to do anything, and incapable
of creating new meaningful connections with
others, it’s no surprise we might be in shambles.
That’s why many of us could use some help.
Because it’s likely and important that some of us
would need support, we had a look at how easy it is
to find mental health services at the different
Euroculture universities. We dived into the
universities’ websites to determine whether
someone with worries or questions would be able
to find help easily. Below is a quick rundown of what
we found! However, it is important to note that help
can come from various sources. Even if your
university does not have a mental health desk or
student therapists, it is always possible to reach out
to your coordinator, professors, or other students if
you encounter problems. This here is just to
highlight where you could find professional help if
you need it and the main differences between the
universities. An extended list of mental health
organisations of the universities can be found on
the Euroculturer website, so check out the online
version of this article if you are curious about the
specifics of your universities.

Overall, most Euroculture universities offer a form of
mental health support for students, but there are a
few major differences. In Uppsala, Groningen, and
Göttingen, for instance, it is really easy for students
to find support from university organisations. All the
information is available in English, most of the
services are free of charge, and you will be able to
speak with health care professionals who are
trained specifically to help you. From various
experiences, the main drawback is that the wait
times can get a bit long at these organisations, so
be wary of that. The situation is quite different at
other universities. In Krakow, the university website
states that only the first three sessions with one of
the two counsellors are free and it does not give
any info on counselling rates after that. Moreover,
the mental health service we found for Strasbourg
only had their website in French - of course making
it difficult for international students to find and
contact mental health services without the added
ambiguity of Google Translate. When it comes to
Olomouc, the main help that is offered focuses on
school, study, and social issues. While this can be
certainly helpful to many students, those with more
severe issues such as depression or high levels of
anxiety will have to find help elsewhere. Deusto is
similar to Olomouc in this sense, but for students
who need more professional help, the university
Support and Guidance Service refers to the Faculty
of Health Sciences. However, we were unable to find
a way to make an easy appointment, making the
threshold to finding help more difficult to
overcome. The least accessible university when it
comes to offering mental health services to
students is, from our investigative dive, Udine. We
were unable to find student support or counselling
on the university website or through Google. Of
course, this does not have to mean that it is not
there. But since easy access to mental health
services is crucial when it comes to helping people,
there is certainly some room for improvement.
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Reaching out to get help is the most important step
to getting better. But students should not have to
scour through dozens of university websites or click
through fifteen drop-down menus to find it. Mental
health services should be easily accessible, of high
quality, and (ideally) free of charge. Therefore, we
recommend that the Euroculture universities step
up and take the responsibility to improve their
health care facilities. Because we need it. Studying
should not be any harder than it already is. All of us,
- students, coordinators, and teachers - need to be
able to speak about mental health issues openly
and without judgement. We need to be able to
acknowledge our weaknesses and accept those of
others. And, most importantly, we need to be able
to find support so we can learn, grow, and become
the healthy adults we always dreamed to be. This is
the change that we should be working on.

(1) Karolina Czerska-Shaw & Ewa Krzaklewska (2022) Uneasy belonging in
the mobility capsule: Erasmus Mundus students in the European Higher
Education Area, Mobilities, 17:3, 432-445, DOI: 10.1080/17450101.2021.1971053
(2) Jagiellonian Academia. ‘Ewa Krzaklewska | Jagiellonian University'.
Accessed 11 June 2022.
https://jagiellonian.academia.edu/EwaKrzaklewska.
(3) Jagiellonian University. ‘Dr Karolina Czerska-Shaw’. Centre for European
Studies/Institute of European Studies - Uniwersytet Jagielloński. Accessed
11 June 2022. https://ces.uj.edu.pl/about-ces/faculty-andstaff/faculty/karolina-czerska-shaw.

How to take care for your
mental
health – students' tips!

- Working effectively in short periods of time with

breaks makes a big difference in terms of
productivity and resources

- Talk about it! Dare to address your concerns, insec
urities, etc. with fellow students, alumni,
professors. That alone brings much more clarity!
- Prioritise the now: often we are already living in
the next semester and planning the next step.
Plan how to enjoy the present (specifically explore
your city, do the touristy things, try that
place everyone is talking about, find the quietest
spot outside)!
- 2-minute rule: Set your timer for 2 minutes and
start working. After the 2 minutes have
elapsed, consider whether you want to continue
working or not.
- Study buddy: It's easier to motivate yourself (or

share the pain) with someone else!

And last but not least: Balance is everything! Wor
k, fun and recreation are all equally important
and deserve your attention in equal proportions.
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Loura Kruger-Zwart (2021-2023)
📍Groningen, Göttingen
I moved to Europe in 2017 from
Australia and graduated with a BA
in European Languages & Cultures,
specializing in literature and politics.
I am passionate about issues of
migration, identity, citizenship, and
the complex situations that arise
when living in such close
proximities with other countries,
languages and cultures. In my free
time, I love to take photos, make
(and drink) coffee, tend to my many
houseplants and hang out with Kiwi,
my overgrown kitten.

Laila M. Lange (2021-2023)
📍Groningen, Bilbao
Hallo! I am originally from a small town near Frankfurt but
have lived in the Netherlands for two years already. I
obtained my BA in Public Governance across Borders at
the University of Twente and since I was not able to leave
this beautiful country just yet, I started EuC in Groningen.
Besides being passionate about the study and politics, I
enjoy doing sports, more specifically the fun sport of
survivalrun. I can just recommend trying it out if you are
ever in Groningen! In my spare time, I join social activities
from the sports association and mostly travel within the
Netherlands on the weekend.

Leonie Glaser (2021-2023)
📍Uppsala, Udine
Hi all! I completed my BSc in Politics, Psychology,
Law & Economics in Amsterdam, was a full-time
board member at a surfing society, and pursued
an internship. I wanted to live in different
countries and emerge myself in fascinating
cultures. With EuC I can combine my academic
aspirations with what I love to do in my spare
time – travel, meet new people and experience
day (and night!) life in different
countries. Except surfing
– waaay too cold in
Sweden.

Meet the
Team

Carolina Reyes Chávez (2021-2023)
📍Uppsala, Olomouc
Hola, hola! I’m Carolina from Mexico City, and not
having been to Europe before, I’m very excited for
all that the EuC experience represents! During my
bachelor’s degree in Sociology I always felt
attracted to cultural and music studies. Now EuC is
giving me the opportunity to expand my view on
culture, and to rethink and question concepts I
took for granted.In my free time I really enjoy
making music, working out and getting to know
new places. Fika and meatballs are becoming my
new addiction, so enjoy them a lot if you come to
Uppsala!

Editorial Team
Our Editorial team is responsible for
everything related to this website.
We conduct interviews, write opinion articles, and help students and alumni publish their
own pieces. We work closely together with the Social Media team to provide the best
quality content to our readers.

Dorien Julia Rijkens (2020-2022)
📍Groningen, Göttingen
After finishing my BA in English Literature and
Linguistics with a minor in European culture, I
joined EuC as I was curious to expand my
knowledge outside the realm of literature. I am
particularly interested in the impact that cultural
heritage has on individuals and the creation of
group identity, as well as in the implications it has
on the legal and political European framework. In
those scarce moments of free time besides
studying, I love to explore museums, to meet new
people, and to read.

Barbora Volková (2021-2023)
📍Udine, Groningen
Hello! My name is Barbora from the Czech
Republic who did a BA in International
Relations and European Studies in Brno
right before starting EuC. I am super
interested in the EU and its external
relations particularly. In my dream future,
you could find me working for the EEAS in
Brussels in a diverse, multinational
environment. I cannot imagine not being
surrounded by internationals! In my free
time, you could see me wandering around
the countryside or exploring the historical
sights and heritage of the country I am
currently living in.

Laura de Boer (2021-2023)
📍Uppsala, Olomouc
Hi there! I’m Laura from the Netherlands. After
finishing my BA in European Languages and
Cultures I immediately continued my European
journey with the EuC. I’m particularly interested in
the political aspects of Europe, but seeing as
everything is always interconnected, I’m more than
happy to learn about all the different cultures,
traditions, and identities that this continent has to
offer. Luckily, EuC gives you enough opportunities
to interact with those cultures first hand. Besides
studying, I spent my time gaming, learning how to
draw (badly), and going on the occasional jog to see
some nature!

Bryan Trannin Bayne (2020-2022)
📍Olomouc, Uppsala
Howdy! I’m a Brazilian-American from Los
Angeles and by now have fully embraced
the expat identity. I joined EuC after my
BA in History because I am fascinated by
European history, politics, and identities. I
am interested in how large organizations
like the EU affect the behavior of nationstates and might foster cooperation and
democracy. In my free time, I enjoy
videogames, playing guitar, and ranking
the best pizzerias in town.

Pauline Blache (2021-2023)
📍Göttingen, Uppsala
Hejj everyone! I am Pauline from South of
France and currently finishing my second
semester in Uppsala, Sweden. Fond of
History, and more particularly of cultural
exchanges between France and its
neighbours, I decided to join the EuC
adventure in October 2021. After finishing
my two BA’s in History and English under
the (very strict) French lockdown in 2020, I
needed some fresh air and to discover
new horizons.
I am very excited to join this international
group and continue to enlarge the
Euroculturer network (:

Ana Mijatovic (2021-2023)
📍Udine, Bilbao
After some years of working in different
fields like intercultural communication,
non-formal education and youth work, I
joined Euroculture as the programme
touches upon many of my personal
interests such as politics, populism,
cultural heritage, human rights and the
concept of identity. I feel most
comfortable being in an intercultural
environment so I enjoy learning from my
fellow classmates from all over the world.
In my free time, I am keen on travelling,
yoga, reading and trying to play the
ukulele.

Pia Schwaiger (2020-2022)
📍Groningen, Göttingen
Hello everyone! Every few months I get ants in my pants
and long for a new place to live and learn – that’s why I
really enjoy being a EuC student and getting to travel! I
previously studied linguistics and cultural studies and am
interested in museum studies, cultural heritage and
identity formation. When I’m not in the library, I listen to
60s/70s music, watch fashion shows and movies and dance
the night away!

Olga Nefeli (2019-2022)
📍Strasbourg, Uppsala
Kalimera! My name is Olga, I’m GreekBavarian. After studying Psychology for my
diploma, I decided to direct my interests
towards educational policy and EuC fitted
perfectly. I started off in Strasbourg and
Uppsala and then was doing my Research
Track in the US.
I enjoy discovering cultures and their heritage,
traditions and languages as well as doing
yoga, dancing and singing.

Social Media Team
We are responsible for our SoMe and general communication with students and alumni.
We create social media content and design the art for it, organize events, and lead
projects, such as the weekly news recap, or the Student Ambassadors program. We work
closely together with the Editorial team to provide the best quality content to our readers.
Ana Benavides Otero (2020-2022)
📍Göttingen, Strasbourg
After finishing my BA in Modern Languages, Culture and
Communication in Spain I was sure that I wanted to
move abroad. I feel at home living in a multicultural
environment and that is why EuC was the ideal MA for
me. Coming from a cultural background I was curious
about EU politics and I was particularly interested in the
field of Human Rights. I believe in the need of
constructing a more inclusive, sustainable and solidary
EU. I consider myself an open-minded, creative person; I
love music and I play the violin, I am currently into
analogical photography and I am always down for
meeting new people.

Chiara Baldin (2021-2023)
📍Groningen, Bilbao
Ciao! I am Chiara form Italy and I love
traveling and capturing memories! I got my
BA in Political, Social and International
Science at the University of Bologna in Italy,
and after attending the last six months of
my Bachelor in Cordoba, Spain thanks to
Erasmus+ program, I knew I wanted to find
a master program where I could have
combined study and travel! For this reason,
I started EuC last semester in Groningen
and, currently in Bilabo, to be able to
continue to deepen my knowledge in
International Relations and at the same
time moving around discovering new
cultures and meeting new amazing people!

María Belén Silva (2020-2022)
📍Uppsala, Bilbao
Hi! After getting by BA in International Relations, I
decided to join the EuC journey with the aim of
improving myself personally and professionally in a
multicultural world, and getting first-hand knowledge on
the foreign policy and democratic values of the EU.
Coming from Venezuela, I feel the obligation of
understanding and knowing how to apply these values in
order to contribute to the development of my country. In
my free time I love listening to music, dancing and
painting. I consider myself a very creative person.

Angela Bösen (2021-2023)
📍Strasbourg, Uppsala
Hello everyone! The EuC programme feels like an
adventure to me – which I needed after spending one
third of my BA rather self-isolated! In Germany I
graduated in Political and Social Studies and French. My
thesis treated African-European relations, in particular
the migration issue. Furthermore, I’m passionate about
postcolonial studies as well as rights of women and
children. Besides university, I enjoy good food, spend
time journaling or going for a run.

Scribble & Mandala
Did you know that doodling can improve your concentration? That's what we
learned in Eurocompetence....
Next time bring your magazine to class and doodle happily. It's better than
being on the phone, isn't it?
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